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Conference context: Poland has several important logistical hubs and is a strong and competitive actor in the field of European road transportation. Luxembourg continues 
to implement a highly ambitious economic diversification policy with a very strong emphasis on sustainable logistics, notably with the completion of the expansion of the 
Bettembourg multimodal terminal in 2017, as well as with Luxembourg International Airport, one of the leading freight airports in Europe with expertise in special cargo.
In March of 2013, the Luxembourg Embassy in Warsaw organized a first conference dedicated to logistics with the aim of encouraging Luxembourg and Polish actors to explore 
possibilities for cooperation and partnerships. The State Visit of HRH the Grand Duke of Luxembourg to the Republic of Poland in 2014 also had a strong focus on transportation 
and logistics. In November 2016, a second specialized conference took place, jointly organized by the City of Łódź, the Łódż University of Technology, the Luxembourg Embassy
and the Luxembourg PPP Cluster for Logistics. 

Conference scope and objectives: The Third Luxembourg-Poland Roundtable on Logistics on 17 May 2018 will be a half-day specialist conference for professionals 
and stakeholders. For the first time, the conference includes a maritime dimension. While adopting horizontal approaches, the Roundtable will focus on two key aspects: 

(a) New Challenges: What is the likely impact of digitalization and other innovations and constraints on the actors and stakeholders in Luxembourg and Poland? 
What will be the likely impact on the logistics sector of environmental regulations tightening? How will the European Road Package or the Chinese One-Belt-One-Road initiative 
influence the European logistics market and its actors? What other new (and old) challenges have to be addressed? 

(b) New Opportunities: How have Luxembourg-Poland Logistics cooperation progressed since 2013 in this rapidly changing environment?  What conclusions can be drawn 
from any progress made (or the lack thereof)? What needs to be changed or improved for Luxembourg-Poland logistics cooperation to realize its full potential? 
 


